
 
 

              

 

Project Case Study 
 
Public Transport Authority of Western Australia (PTA) 
Passenger Information 

Problem 
Westrail (now PTA), had an outdated Passenger Information System which was un-
maintainable.  ARCS were given the task to implement a replacement system which 
accurately presented information to the Public. 

Solution 
The ARCS system design was both simple and effective and involved the development of a 
model whereby platform states were determined from timetable information and train steps 
and transmitted to station controllers located at each station.  Platform states contained the 
time to arrival, the train number and flags for type of server (non-stopping, all stops, empty, 
last train, altered service, etc).  Each station controller then determined what messages were 
relevant based on the annunciation devices available at the station.  The hardware and 
software footprint was identical at all locations.   

Each station controller was addressed and on connection to the server, configuration and 
software build is confirmed.  Configuration management was undertaken centrally on the 
Central server.  This function is automatic and the system generates reports on configuration 
changes and controller updates.  Al hardware and software was undertaken by ARCS. 

Central server: 
The central server maintains a software model of the timetable which accepts changes from 
operator consoles, train movement events from a CTC train control system. 

The server uses the timetable model to make predictions of departure times, which are 
compiled and sent to each field controller. When a train departs a station, an update is sent 
immediately to the affected field controller, allowing audio and electronic displays to be 
promptly updated. 

Multi-user capability: 
The system is fully multi-user supporting many synchronised real-time operator display 

sessions.  Alternate control facilities are very simple to set up. 

  



 
 

Health Monitoring and SCADA 
The system includes a state of health monitoring system that reports a health metric from 
each field node and component. These are presented as a cascading tree, allowing the 
operator to observe equipment faults easily and immediately via the top of the tree. 

The health monitoring system also permits detailed viewing of the many parameters 
reported by the field and server applications. 

This SCADA data may also be reported via a web server, allowing read-only internet access 
to a systems state of health history reporting system.  

Communications: 
The system is TCP/IP Ethernet based, with modest net bandwidth requirements. 

Field nodes (stations) 
Each station has a local controller (pc based) running the Linux Operating system. The server 
periodically sends a customised snapshot of the timetable to each station. Typically this 
includes departure predictions up to approximately two hours into the future. The station 
controller uses this information to generate announcements and render the display data. 

If the server or communications link is unavailable, the field node will use this stored data to 
make announcements and render the display information, based on the time. The result is 
that server outages of approximately 15 minutes, sufficient to do a software upgrade or 
configuration change, will not be readily detectable by the passengers at the stations.  

Universal and central configuration management: 
The field nodes are all centrally managed from a Linux update server. Additionally, every 
field node has identical software and configuration. The technicians only have to set the 
address and option switches, then the field node will configure its operating parameters and 
software automatically. 

Policy based control: 
The field nodes receive the same data from the server, regardless of their configuration. The 
configuration then determines what the field nodes do with the data. This makes the 
operator's task of managing the system a lot simpler because the properties of the devices 
at each station do not need to be considered for most interventions,   

Announcement and Display Management: 
This manager allows a variety of interventions and operations to be performed on the 
displays and audio annunciators, such as: 

 Playing pre-recorded policy announcements like smoking or bike messages. 

 Showing a network message on displays, such as advice of up coming line closures 
etc. 

 Showing or speaking temporary disruption or closure messages. 

 Blanking displays or silencing announcements during crises. 

Automated announcements: 
The system uses pre-recorded stored phrases to generate natural sounding speech for 
upcoming departures or special events. The announcement system is highly configurable for 
both central stations and minor line stations. 



 
 

Display rendering 
The system allows many different types of display hardware to co-exist. A rendering driver is 
required for each type of display. The departure prediction list sent by the server is suitable 
both platform and concourse display rendering requirements. 

The Announcement and Display Management system described above may interact with the 
display data, augmenting or suppressing it, as the individual interventions dictate.  

 The rendering driver takes a list of train (bus) departure predictions and produces the 
display image data. Platform and concourse displays use the same departure predictions and 
display management interventions using these.   

System construction and OS 
The system is built using both Windows and Linux. The field nodes are all Linux, the servers 
are Windows and Linux and the operator applications are Windows. 

The field and server applications compile for both Windows and Linux, although Linux is the 
preferred field system because it is much easier to remotely manage than Windows is and 
will run on lower power hardware.  The field units are embedded systems. 


